L4S Drafts: What Needs To Be Done

1. Transport-protocol-independent requirements to use L4S service
   • Goal: Interoperability – multiple transport protocols able to meet requirements
     • Specifications and/or implementations – WG decides what is sufficient
     • Location: draft-ietf-tsvwg-ecn-l4s-id

2. Safety of Internet-wide L4S experiment
   • Goal: L4S experiment unlikely to cause significant damage to the Internet, and
     • Any damage that results is expected to be tolerable
     • Location: draft-white-tsvwg-l4s-ops (candidate for WG adoption)
       • WG Last Call on l4s-ops draft not required to meet safety goal

• Criteria: WG “rough consensus” that each goal has been reached
  • WG chairs will run initial consensus calls before next IETF meeting week